**E is for Easy – E is for E-learning**

Starting from 16.04.2020 the ZHK offers short webinars in small groups (max. 6 participants) with the title “E is for Easy - E is for E-learning” on a daily basis. These webinars are addressed to lecturers that have little experience with the conception of eLearning-offers. The focus - as an addition to the first aid kit - is the transformation of his or her own lecture concepts on online teaching and its realisation with simple technical resources.

At the end of the webinar you will be able to

- implement basic principles of appropriate online teaching to the summer term
- realise common elements of lectures (i.e. lectures, discussions, presentations, exercises…) with little technical effort.

Registration is possible from Wednesday 15.04.2020, 8 o'clock by inscribing for the respective GRIPS course (see below for courses.)

See course titles for exact appointments when the courses take place. More appointments will follow shortly. The webinar will also be offered in English once a week. Subsequently to the webinar, trained E-tutors will help you with the practical realisation of concepts if necessary.

On demand, we will offer the webinar specifically for cohesive lecturing teams, if necessary also in English. Please send your enquiry to supportteam@ur.de